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Finding the impulse response of a frequency domain defined component 

Wenlei Lian 

If you are running a transient simulation on a frequency domain defined component (such as transmission line, a multi-

layer component, or an S-parameter block), how do you know whether ADS convolution engine has given you a right 

representation of the impulse response of the component? Can you trust your time domain results? 

The answer is Yes. This tutorial will show you how to generate impulse response for a frequency domin defined 
component. The engine will simultaniously provide the Fourier transform of the impulse response -- impulse spectrum. 
You can then compare this impulse spectrum with your original S-parameter data.  
 
For more details on how ADS convolution engine deals with causility and passivity issue, refer to the attached DesignCon 
pater "The Need for Impulse Response Models and an Accurate Method for Impulse Generation from Band-Limited S-
Parameters" available at: http://www.te.com/documentation/electrical-models/files/papers/DC2008_CM2.pdf  
 
Now let's see how to get the impulse response and the impulse spectrum of a frequency domain defined component.  
 

Step 1: Create a 4 port network and run a S-parameter simulation  

Creat a 4 port S-parameter network and run an s-parameter simulation as shown below. After the simulation, we will 

have a dataset called multi_layer_4port.ds. 

 

 

 

http://www.te.com/documentation/electrical-models/files/papers/DC2008_CM2.pdf
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Step 2: Convert dataset file to S-parameter file. 

This .ds file is equivalent to an s-parameter file. You can read it in to ads directly or you can convert it to a more popular 

formant: s-parameter file.  Here is how you can convert a .ds file to an s-parameter file: 

In the schematic window, press the "Start The Data File Tool" Tool bar. 

 

A dftool/mainWindow will pop up.  Follow the 4 small steps shown in the screen shot below.
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In the simulation status window, you should see a success conversion info show as below. The .s4p file is created under 

the data directory. 

 

 

Step 3: Bring S-parameter file into ADS schematic by using the SNP component. 

In ADS schematic, type S4P in the component history area (shown below), press enter, click somewhere on schematic to 

place S4P component to the schematic area.  Connect the Ref port with ground. 
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Double click on the S4P component and click the Browse button to browse to the S4P file we previously created.  You 

can press the Edit button to view the s-parameter file. For File type, choose "Touchstone".  Then press OK to close this 

window. 
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Step 4: Set up a Transient Simulation 

All you need to do is to insert a transient simulation controller with its default settings. 

 

Step 5: Configure the transient controller to output "impulse response" and "impulse spectrum". 

Please do so by following the arrows. 

 

Press OK and then OK again to close the Transient Simulation setup window. 
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Step 6: Run the simulation. (If you are running ads2011.x, remove <workspace>\data\Cached_Imp directory). 

Step 7: Output impulse response and impulse spectrum. 

In the data display window, insert a rectangular plot and you will see all the impulse response and the impulse spectrum 

among the four 4ports are available.  

CMP1_FFT_IMP(2;1).ImpResp is the impulse response of port 1 as input and port 2 as output. 

CMP1_FFT_IMP(2;1).freqResp is the Fourier transform of CMP1_FFT_IMP(2;1).ImpResp. 

 

Here is the impulse response of the transmission line between port 1 and port 2. 
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The zoom in view shows two impulse responses. Why?   Why do we have the initial peak and why do we have the zigzag? 

 

Answer: The second impulse response on the right is due to the coupling effect of the other transmission line. 
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The peak inside the green oval shape and the zigzags are due to the extrapolation beyond 20GHz.  They can be ignored. 

Now let's take a look at the spectrum representation of this impulse response, which is the Fourier transform of this 

impulse response: 

 

Pick dB as the unit.  Now you got the Impulse spectrum. 

        

 

From the impulse spectrum, you can see the coupling effect of the other transmission line as well. 
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Step 8: Verification 

To verify the accuracy of our impulse response, let's compare this impulse spectrum with S21 in multi_layer_4port.dsn 

(the very first 4 port s-parameter simulation we run). 

Double click on the rectangular plot above, in the "Plot Traces & Attribuits" window, press the arrow shown below, and 

choose dataset "multi_layer_4port". 

 

Add S(2,1) to the right window.   

 

Choose dB as unit, and you will see the frequency response (S21) matches the impulse spectrum very well 

CMP1_FFT_IMP(2:1).freqResp is the impulse spectrum , which is the Fourier transform of the impulse response of S21. 
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Compare magnitude in dB 

 

Compare the “real” portion 
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Compare the “imaginary” portion 

 

Step 9: Utility to output the impulse response as ASCII file -- reference save_Impulse_of_sparam.dsn. 

In the component palette, choose Simulation - Instrument, drag the icon ImpWrtr to the schematic (shown below). 

Run the simulation. 
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Step 10: Display the results.  

Go to ADS main window, go to File View tab, right click your mouse on Save_Impulse_of_sparam.SNP1.CMP1_S4P.imp.  

Left click the popped-up box "Open In TextEditor". 

 

ImpulseWriter converts S-parameters imported by SnP block into time domain impulse 

responses which accurately represent the original spectral. The causality problem associated 

with band-limited spectrum is circumvented using proprietary technology and the computed 

impulses are guaranteed to be causal. They are also passive within the original spectrum 

frequency range. To turn off passivity enforcement, set EnforcePassivity=no in the SnP 

component parameter.  

Now you can see the ASCII format impulse response file: 
 
[Version] 1.0 

# S R 5.000000e+01 

[Number of Ports] 4 

[Reference] 5.000000e+01 5.000000e+01 5.000000e+01 5.000000e+01  

[Original Frequency Range] 0.000000e+00 2.000000e+10 Hz 

[Time Step] 1.250000e-11 sec 

[Base Delay] 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00  

0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00  

0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00  

0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 sec 

 

[Number of time points] 16385 

1.802686e-01 -4.777044e-02 4.315530e-03 1.574459e-02 -4.300003e-03 -9.221835e-03 

4.291698e-03 6.357050e-03  

-4.266987e-03 -4.698887e-03 4.245420e-03 3.602163e-03 -4.212852e-03 -2.802009e-03 

4.175908e-03 2.184611e-03  

-4.128281e-03 -1.676299e-03 4.087237e-03 1.264116e-03 -4.024835e-03 -8.943782e-04  

............. 
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Note: ADS versions 2011 onwards handles PDN gracefully. 

Causality and Passivity check of an S-parameter block 

Causality check 

Channel simulator and transient convolution engine will constantly correct non casual impulse responses of a frequency 

defined component. There is no option for you to disable causality check.  However, how do we know if the impulse 

response is non causal? 

Step 1: Use the technique above to find the impulse response and impulse spectrum of a channel. 

 

There are four outputs I like to explain here, with channel S21. 

CMP1_FFT_IMP(2;1).freqResp:  Iimpulse spectrum (Fourier transform of impulse response) of S21. 

CMP1_IMP(2;1).ImpResp: Impulse response of S21. 

CMP1_OR(2;1).freqResp: Original frequency response  = S21 . 
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CMP1_S0(2;1).freqResp: Frequency response after causality correction, but before passivity enforcement. 

Step2: Compare the real portion and the imaginary portion of the impulse spectrum.  The imaginary portion is the 

Hilbert transform of the real portion.  Rule of thumb, the imaginary portion should be approximately the derivative of 

the real portion, and vice versa.  So the two responses should be about 90 degrees apart (shown below).  

 

Step3: The original frequency response (S21) and the frequency response after the causality correction but before the 

passivity enforcement should be well matched. 
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Enable Passivity correction  

1. Double click on the transient simulation controller on schematic. 

 

2. Under Convolution tab, checking "Enforce passivity" will enforce in-band passivity.  In-band refers to 

the frequency range covered by the S-parameter block. 

 

3. Pressing advanced button, checking "Enforce strict passivity" will enforce whole-band passivity.  

Whole-band refers to the frequency range required by the source to cover the rise time and fall time 

speed, when the in-band frequency range is not wide enough. 
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Appendix -- A non-causal example 

Below we have a 16 port s-parameter block (only 4 ports were drawn). 

Problem: Source through channel S21 displays much smaller eyes than measured date. At this point, the "Enforce 

passivity" is enabled. 

 

Channel simulator and transient convolution engine will constantly correct non casual impulse responses.  Depending on 

how severe the non-causality is, the correction sometimes can cause the causality-corrected s-parameter non-passive.  

Enabling "Enforce passivity" will suppress the peak amplitude of the matrix, and at the same time, scale down the rest of 

the matrix amplitude as well. 

So we suspect that some channels are severely non-casual and channel S42 was identified to be one of them. 

Non-causality identification: 

a) The real portion (red) and the imaginary portion (blue) of the original frequency response are pretty much in line. 

 
b) The original frequency response and the frequency response after the causality correction are totally different. 
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The non-causality of S42 is so severe that the causality correction caused the causality-corrected S42 to be non-passive. 

Since "Enforce passivity" is checked, the whole matrix is scaled down. Therefore, S21 is scaled down and the signal 

through it ends up with a much smaller eye. 

Is S21 non causal? No, since its original frequency response and the frequency response after the causality correction 

are well matched. 

 

Workaround:  

Uncheck "Enforce Passivity", S21 will be casual and non-passive and we get good eye.  We can leave S42 non-passive 

since it’s an unused channel. 


